What cyber-risks keep you
awake at night?
Opening remarks:
Naomi Burley
Managing Director
GRC Institute

software with
Addressing common cybersecurity challenges that
compliance and risk professionals face in this era of
advanced persistent threats.

Preview Thor Enterprise malware blocking software;
enhanced detection and response capabilities,
endpoint resilience and automating software updates
to aid risk and compliance managers.
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26th March, 2019

Introducing:
Matt Wynn-Jones
Managing Director
Counterparts Technology

“we believe in using the power of technology to transform
your organisation”

Steve Cronan
National Business Manager
SecureSoft Distribution

“we bring world-leading cybersecurity solutions to APAC;
helping you to protect what matters most”

Heimdal Security
The makers of Thor Enterprise
•
•
•
•
•
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proactive next-gen endpoint security
2018 Anti-Malware Solution of the Year*
appraised by FBI and Europol
adopted by Royal Bank of Scotland and Natwest for all
business account holders
an essential component of your protection ecosystem

Cybersecurity:
talking malware protection.
Outline
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
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Survey feedback
Starting premise and assumptions
Key facts and essential countermeasures
Oft-used terms and layered security
Motives, external and internal threats
Notable attacks
Compliance, Legislation and CPS234
High level preview of Thor Enterprise
Member offer
Summary and closing remarks

Survey Feedback
What are the areas of cybersecurity that you
are concerned about?

Who is actively taking responsibility for cyber-risk
in your Organisation?
The IT department or
external supplier

Senior Management non IT
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Do we agree?

Starting premise
and assumptions:

1.

prevention is better than cure

2.

the best defence is a good offence

3.

cybersecurity is everyone’s job
(embedded into corporate culture)

Do we ever have enough resources?

let’s reduce the noise,

People
Systems
Intelligence
Time

avoid rabbit holes,

Solutions need to be:

focus on the solution,

lightweight
automated
self-serve
endpoint, end-user
resilience, responsible

consider ROI trade-offs.
(tangible/intangible)
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Key Facts
1.

Cybercrime is a lucrative business
evolved from industrialisation to commercialisation,
now, crimeware is made-to-order.

Consider:
attacks are rising (daily news)
human expertise (skills shortage) is static
need to automate to protect
need to employ machine learning
security spending will increase
ransomware (cryptolockers) not go away
any time soon…
phishing emails not go away any time
soon…
human error is a significant risk

2.

The Australian government conservatively
estimates the cost of ransomware to the
Australian economy to be approximately
AUD$1billion per year.

3.

Ransomware is the fastest growing security
threat; estimated 46,000 new phishing sites go
online every day. Existing defences are not
sufficient.

4.

Globally, data breach (US$):
•
•
•
•

$3.86M average total cost of breach
6.4% average total 1 year cost increase
$148 is the avg cost per lost or stolen record
27.9% is the likelihood of recurring event within 2
years
• $14 per record, is the average cost saved through
protection measures
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oft-used terms
Business Email Compromise (BEC): bogus boss email, CEO fraud
letters.
Malware (malicious software) an umbrella term referring to hostile
or intrusive software; includes computer viruses, worms, Trojans,
ransomware, spyware, adware, scareware, and other malicious
programs including cryptolockers,
SPAM unsolicited, undesired, or illegal email; may contain
disguised links that lead to phishing web sites or sites that are
hosting malware.
Phishing is the attempt to obtain sensitive information such as
usernames, passwords, and credit card details (and, indirectly,
money) by disguising as a trustworthy entity in an electronic
communication.
Spear Phishing is a targeted phishing attempt that seems more
credible to its victims and thus has a higher probability of success.

The castle defence = layered defence

Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) is an Internet-borne attack
usually perpetrated by a group of individuals with significant
resources, such as organized crime or a rogue nation-state.
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These are endpoints …
so are these…
laptop

workstation

network servers

Today we’ll focus on protection for laptops and desktops
running Windows-based operating system.
Why focus on endpoints? It’s what we use most of the time, and:
Endpoint vulnerabilities and exploits conservatively account for at
least 30% of infections as a result of a phishing email.

Thor Enterprise is installed on each endpoint from a central
management console.
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smartphone

tablet

SecureSoft have other malware protection solutions for
iOS, MAC and Android.

Mitigation Strategies to Prevent Malware Delivery and
Execution:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The ‘Essential 8’

Application Whitelisting – only run approved programs
Patch Applications – run updates, mitigate risk
Config MS Office macros – block unneeded macros
Application Hardening – block/disable unneeded items

Mitigation Strategies to Limit the Extent of Cyber Security
Incidents:
5. Restrict Admin Privileges – based on user duties
6. Patch Operating Systems – to mitigate risk
7. MFA – stronger user authentication

The Australian Cyber Security Centre (ACSC).
https://acsc.gov.au/

Mitigation Strategies to Recover Data and System
Availability:
8. Daily Back-ups – for post cyber-event recovery

Thor Enterprise aids highlighted functions.
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What motivates cybercrime?
MICE
• Money, Ideology, Compromise/Coercion,
and Ego/Extortion.

MOTIVATORS:

• The EA/PA is a common target
• Top 5 industries targeted

MICE are in on
the act.

Threat Actors
• there are thousands of adversaries
around the world willing to steal
information
• ransomware such as WannaCry is
deliberately crafted to exploit known
vulnerabilities and take advantage of gaps
in cyber defences.
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• Equifax – data breach, hack impacting 145.5 million
customer accounts.
• Australian Red Cross Blood Service, July 2017
• Optus, 2014/2015

Notable Attacks

• Ashley Madison (Avid Life Media), July 2015
• Cambridge Analytica
• Anaconda
Does cybercrime feed organised crime?
people trafficking
illegal arms supply
prostitution
modern slavery…
proceeds of crime.
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MDBN Scheme (OAIC) versus GDPR and
now CPS234
CQ4 2018: 262 data breaches involving personal information were
notified between October and December 2018. (pub. February 2019)

Compliance
Challenges

leading cause: malicious or criminal attack (168 notifications),
followed by human error (85 notifications)
The top five sectors to report breaches were:

Private health service providers: 54
Finance: 40
Legal, accounting and management services: 23
Private education providers: 21
Mining and manufacturing: 12
GDPR - more stringent than MDBN Scheme; must demonstrate
compliance. Required to reference your GDPR compliance registration
number.

Prudential Standard CPS 234 Information
Security
“CPS 234 has really put cyber security in the cross hairs. It's
up to risk and compliance professionals to step up to the
plate and be able to assist their relevant organisations.”
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Internal Threats
• An insider threat is a security threat posed by
someone inside or connected to the
organization. How to identify who in your ranks
is an insider threat or looks likely to become
one.

Internal Threats

External Threats

Crimeware

External Threats

• From industrialisation to commercialisation to
designer crimeware
• Define requirements, bidders respond, malware
created and deliver (malware to order)
• Social engineering
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What is
Thor Enterprise?
A flexible solution for
endpoint management
and security.
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Preview – Thor Enterprise Unified Threat Platform

Manager console master view.
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Preview – Thor Enterprise Unified Threat Platform

End-user console view.
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Website
Blocked:
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Educational
Lesson material
Cyber Security for Beginners

https://cybersecuritycourse.co/
The Ultimate Windows 10 Security
https://heimdalsecurity.com/en/windows-10-security-guide

Educational
Resources

Cyber Security for Small Business Owners

https://learninfosec.co.uk/

Internal Comms
The Daily Security Tip https://dailysecuritytips.com/

Internal
Communications

The Heimdal Security blog https://heimdalsecurity.com/blog/
The Cyber Security Glossary https://heimdalsecurity.com/glossary
Video: Why Heimdal Security
https://youtu.be/hfEhVaBRyt8
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Summary - Thor Premium Enterprise
• an essential component of your protection
ecosystem
• Delivers on multiple ‘Essential 8’ e.g., Patch
Applications, block macros, Application
Hardening, etc
• saves money and resources by combining AV,
malware protection and security patching

• award-winning security suite
• scales from 1 to 20,000+ endpoints
• reduces risk, protects you from the unknown
•
• solves patching, blocks malware, keeps data safe
• management console with global reporting
• supports your role as a facilitator of cybersecurity
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Summary - Thor Premium Enterprise

• additional oversight for compliance
• free use of educational resources (supporting
staff training, internal comms)
• addresses multiple components of the Essential 8
• policy reinforcement (AUP), culture, mindset

• Infinity Manager – push out updates to corporate
software world-wide
• aids your role in managing risk and compliance
• Member Offer: 20% discount. For details see
GRCI website.
Scenario: what makes Thor Enterprise so effective is it’s semi-autonomous, self serve, endpoint
protection (viz, active dynamic self-defence). IT admin defines users, groups, policies and controls
refresh parameters; endpoints silently self-manage and report back to the compliance professional.
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Questions:
Closing remarks.
Naomi Burley
Managing Director
GRC Institute

Matt Wynn-Jones
Managing Director
Counterparts Technology
www.counterparts.com
matt@counterparts.com
0418 283 313

In this presentation we:
Addressed common cybersecurity challenges compliance and risk
professionals face in this era of advanced persistent threats.
Previewed Thor Enterprise malware blocking software; enhanced detection
and response capabilities, endpoint resilience and automating software
updates to aid risk and compliance managers.

Steve Cronan
National Business Manager
SecureSoft Distribution
securesoft.com.au
steve@securesoft.com.au
0437 851 819
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